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The Case for God
Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist, Cold-Case
Christianity examines the claims of the New Testament using the skills and
strategies of a hard-to-convince criminal investigator. Christianity could be defined
as a “cold case”: it makes a claim about an event from the distant past for which
there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case Christianity, J. Warner Wallace uses
his nationally recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at the evidence and
eyewitnesses behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career
and the visual techniques he developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses illustration
to examine the powerful evidence that validates the claims of Christianity. A
unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense interest in detective stories, ColdCase Christianity inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it prepares them
to articulate the case for Christianity.

Conversations with God for Teens
A ministry resource for motivating all Christians to become thoughtful apologists of
their faith Although apologetics is as crucial today as it has ever been, the classical
model for defending the faith often seems irrelevant to the 21st century where
people listen with their eyes and think with their emotions. Is Your Church Ready?
Presents a team of highly qualified Christian thinkers—including Ravi Zacharias,
John Guest, Jay Budziszewski, Judy Salisbury, Dean Halverson, and Peter
Grant—who build a case for the place of apologetics in the local church, home, and
school. Using personal examples and illustrations they address: • How to answer
objections to Christianity • How to equip children in the home and prepare youth to
remain committed to Christ after they leave for college • How to reach
international students and the foreign-born Included are discussion questions and
a “Church Leaders Resource Guide” to the best books, articles, organizations, and
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websites on the subject.

A God That Could Be Real
God's Answers to Your Questions
Perhaps you remember being in a university class, feeling frustrated when the
respected professor dismissed questions from a student because of her religious
faith. Or maybe over a business lunch one of your colleagues referred to
Christianity as a fairtytale, and you said nothing. Many Christians find themselves
in such situations but don’t speak up because they don’t fully realize the strength
of their own position. They feel incapable of giving reasons for the hope that is
theirs. Christian apologetics is the discipline and growing body of knowledge that
equips believers to address their own doubts, to converse with seekers and critics
from a position of strength, and to bear witness to Christ with confidence. In the
spirit of the title question, If God Made the Universe, Who Made God? collects 130
essays written in defense of the Christian faith. Contributors include some of the
pre-eminent apologists of our time, from Lee Strobel and Charles Colson to Hank
Hanegraaff, J. P. Moreland, and Ravi Zacharias. The content is grouped into ten
topics: Apologetics: Introductory Issues Jesus Christ Science and Faith Cults and
World Religions The Existence of God Ethics Theology The Scriptures Heaven and
Hell Evangelism

God Is Not Great
The renowned science writer, mathematician, and bestselling author of Fermat's
Last Theorem masterfully refutes the overreaching claims the "New Atheists,"
providing millions of educated believers with a clear, engaging explanation of what
science really says, how there's still much space for the Divine in the universe, and
why faith in both God and empirical science are not mutually exclusive. A highly
publicized coterie of scientists and thinkers, including Richard Dawkins, the late
Christopher Hitchens, and Lawrence Krauss, have vehemently contended that
breakthroughs in modern science have disproven the existence of God, asserting
that we must accept that the creation of the universe came out of nothing, that
religion is evil, that evolution fully explains the dazzling complexity of life, and
more. In this much-needed book, science journalist Amir Aczel profoundly
disagrees and conclusively demonstrates that science has not, as yet, provided
any definitive proof refuting the existence of God. Why Science Does Not Disprove
God is his brilliant and incisive analyses of the theories and findings of such titans
as Albert Einstein, Roger Penrose, Alan Guth, and Charles Darwin, all of whose
major breakthroughs leave open the possibility— and even the strong
likelihood—of a Creator. Bolstering his argument, Aczel lucidly discourses on
arcane aspects of physics to reveal how quantum theory, the anthropic principle,
the fine-tuned dance of protons and quarks, the existence of anti-matter and the
theory of parallel universes, also fail to disprove God.

New Proofs for the Existence of God
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This reference tool on faith presents a summary of accessible answers to over100
commonly raised apologetic questions.

The God Delusion. 10th Anniversary Edition
Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be?
Well, young people all over the world have been asking those questions. This book
is suitable for those who ever wanted to know if God is listening to them, if God
can really help, if God cares about them, and if there is a God.

Why God?
"Remember when you were a child and the things you wondered about God? Kids
are no different today. They have questions about God that seem to have no
logical explanation, but best-selling author Larry Libby offers sensitive, biblicallybased answers to difficult questions. Filled with warm, heartwarming illustrations
that create a comforting atmosphere for talking with children about their deep
questions about God, Who Made God? provides a special time of sharing with your
child. Help your child discover answers about the One who loves us most of
all—our Heavenly Father."

Man's Question, God's Answer
Who invented God? When, why, and where? Thomas Römer seeks to answer these
enigmatic questions about the deity of the great monotheisms—Yhwh, God, or
Allah—by tracing Israelite beliefs and their context from the Bronze Age to the end
of the Old Testament period in the third century BCE, in a masterpiece of detective
work and exposition.

Designed by God
So, why do we believe in God? Thomas loves to think about silly questions. (Are
bats really mice with wings?) But other questions are humdingers . . . like when
Thomas wonders, Why God? Why do we believe in Him? That’s when he and his
sister, Hope, must go in search of a humdinger of an answer. Come along as they
discover the clues God has given us to help us know how real and wonderful He
truly is. Written by Dan DeWitt, an apologetics professor with a love for stories,
Why God? takes apologetics and makes it accessible for children, not only
answering their questions but also opening their hearts to the wonders of God. This
B&H Kids book includes a Parent Connection, an easy tool to help moms and dads
(or anyone else who loves kids) discuss the book's message with their child. We're
all about connecting parents and kids to each other and to God's Word.

That's A Good Question
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times
Literary Supplement In this exciting book, Paula Fredriksen explains the variety of
New Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways that the new Christian
communities interpreted his mission and message in light of the delay of the
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Kingdom he had preached. This edition includes an introduction reviews the most
recent scholarship on Jesus and its implications for both history and theology.
"Brilliant and lucidly written, full of original and fascinating insights."—Reginald H.
Fuller, Journal of the American Academy of Religion "This is a first-rate work of a
first-rate historian."—James D. Tabor, Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her
documents—principally the writings of the New Testament—as an archaeologist
would an especially rich complex site. With great care she distinguishes the literary
images from historical fact. As she does so, she explains the images of Jesus in
terms of the strategies and purposes of the writers Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John."—Thomas D’Evelyn, Christian Science Monitor

Is Your Church Ready?
Every believer has questions about God, the Bible, Jesus, and the purpose and
meaning of life. The vexing problem is that so few believers are able to answer
even the most basic ones. Without answers, doubt creeps in and the future of the
church is in jeopardy. With insight and precision, Geisler and Jimenez address one
hundred penetrating questions that the culture asks and Christians must be
prepared to answer, including both controversial questions raging in the public
sphere and personal questions about family issues, the purpose and meaning of
life, and the future of the world. Christians from every walk of life, especially young
believers, youth workers, and parents, will treasure this comprehensive resource.
Foreword by Josh and Sean McDowell.

The Bible's Answers to 100 of Life's Biggest Questions
In The Unseen Realm, Dr. Michael Heiser examines the ancient context of
Scripture, explaining how its supernatural worldview can help us grow in our
understanding of God. He illuminates intriguing and amazing passages of the Bible
that have been hiding in plain sight. You'll find yourself engaged in an enthusiastic
pursuit of the truth, resulting in a new appreciation for God's Word. Why wasn't
Eve surprised when the serpent spoke to her? How did descendants of the
Nephilim survive the flood? Why did Jacob fuse Yahweh and his Angel together in
his prayer? Who are the assembly of divine beings that God presides over? In what
way do those beings participate in God's decisions? Why do Peter and Jude
promote belief in imprisoned spirits? Why does Paul describe evil spirits in terms of
geographical rulership? Who are the "glorious ones" that even angels dare not
rebuke? After reading this book, you may never read your Bible the same way
again. Endorsements "There is a world referred to in the Scripture that is quite
unseen, but also quite present and active. Michael Heiser's The Unseen Realm
seeks to unmask this world. Heiser shows how important it is to understand this
world and appreciate how its contribution helps to make sense of Scripture. The
book is clear and well done, treating many ideas and themes that often go unseen
themselves. With this book, such themes will no longer be neglected, so read it
and discover a new realm for reflection about what Scripture teaches." --Darrell L.
Bock, Executive Director for Cultural Engagement, Senior Research Professor of
New Testament Studies, Howard G. Hendricks Center for Christian Leadership and
Cultural Engagement "'How was it possible that I had never seen that before?' Dr.
Heiser's survey of the complex reality of the supernatural world as the Scriptures
portray it covers a subject that is strangely sidestepped. No one is going to agree
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with everything in his book, but the subject deserves careful study, and so does
this book." --John Goldingay, David Allan Hubbard Professor of Old Testament,
School of Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary "This is a 'big' book in the best
sense of the term. It is big in its scope and in its depth of analysis. Michael Heiser
is a scholar who knows Scripture intimately in its ancient cultural context.
All--scholars, clergy, and laypeople--who read this profound and accessible book
will grow in their understanding of both the Old and New Testaments, particularly
as their eyes are opened to the Bible's 'unseen world.'" --Tremper Longman III,
Robert H. Gundry Professor of Biblical Studies, Westmont College

Who Made God?
In 1906, American humorist Mark Twain published a sixty-page essay entitled
“What is man?” Consisting of an interminable dialogue between a senior citizen
(who believes that man is just a machine) and a young man (who believes nothing
in particular but is open to persuasion), it wasn’t one of his finest books. But at
least he tried. Authors since then seem to have avoided the subject like the
plague, often tackling the respective roles of men and women in society but
seldom asking deeper questions about what it means to be human. When the
psalmist asked, “What is man?” (Psalm 8 v.4) he was, I think, seeking an
altogether more profound answer. Avoidance of the subject is all the more strange
because there has never been a time like our own when curiosity about human
origins and destiny has been greater, or the answers on offer more hotly disputed.
It’s a safe bet that any attempt to give the “big picture” on the origin, nature and
specialness of mankind will be contentious —which might explain why writers have
generally fought shy of it. Yet at heart it is the question most of us really do want
answered, because the answer defines that precious thing we call our identity,
both personally and as a race. The Psalmist did, of course, offer his own answer
three millennia ago. Man, he claimed, was created by God for a clearly defined
purpose — to exercise dominion over planet earth and (by implication) to
ultimately share something of the glory of the divine nature. The rest, as they say,
is history, but it’s not a happy tale. As Mark Twain says in another essay; “I can’t
help being disappointed with Adam and Eve”. Not surprisingly, then, a large
proportion of humanity today are looking for alternative solutions, accepting the
challenge of the Psalmist’s question without embracing the optimism of his answer.
In this book we are going to consider the alternative solutions on offer by
considering what it means to be human against the backgrounds of cosmology
(man’s place in the universe), biology (man’s place in the animal kingdom), and
psychology (man’s consciousness and mind). Finally, we return to the biblical
context, arguing that the Psalmist got it right after all. Don’t let the sciencesounding stuff put you off. Like its popular prequel, “Who made God? Searching for
a theory of everything”, this book is written with a light touch in a reader-friendly
and often humorous style. It is intended specifically for the non-expert, with
homely verbal illustrations designed to explain and unpack the technicalities for
the lay-person. As Dr. Paul Copan (Pledger Family Chair of Philosophy and Ethics,
Palm Beach Atlantic University) says, "Edgar Andrews has a way of making the
profound accessible. His scholarship informs the reader about key questions of our
time, offering wise guidance and illumination."

The Holy Bible
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The content is geared at helping students understand homosexuality from a
biblical perspective. It can also be useful for the anonymous teen who is struggling
with the issue and who needs answers.

The Questions Christians Hope No One Will Ask
Contains ten essays that answer over one hundred apologetic questions, such as
who made God, the purpose of evil, and if Jesus rose from the dead, and addresses
questions about other faiths, including Islam, Buddhism, and Mormonism.

The Invention of God
It is entirely possible that God could have existed without the universe, and
without humans, for all eternity. But for some reason, He decided to create
anyway. What inspired Him to start the human story in the first place, and how
should the answer to that question affect the way we view our lives? Few
Christians ever stop to seriously consider these deepest-of-all deep questions.
Jonathan Edwards explains, in his original dissertation: God’s inherent
predisposition to spread out His truth, goodness, and beauty motivates everything
He does. So, His decision to create our universe was motivated not by a desire or
need for us, but by a desire to glorify Himself. Ben Stevens’ remarkable new
adaptation brings Edwards’ powerful arguments to life in fresh, contemporary
language. In addition, thought-provoking questions for discussion or reflection
invite readers to engage with the concepts and begin to apply them.

When Children Ask about God
Biblical answers to twenty-five of today's most relevent questions.

Is God to Blame?
From the bestselling author of A History of God and The Great Transformation
comes a balanced, nuanced understanding of the role religion plays in human life
and the trajectory of faith in modern times. Why has God become incredible? Why
is it that atheists and theists alike now think and speak about God in a way that
veers so profoundly from the thinking of our ancestors? Moving from the Paleolithic
Age to the present, Karen Armstrong details the lengths to which humankind has
gone to experience a sacred reality that it called God, Brahman, Nirvana, Allah, or
Dao. She examines the diminished impulse toward religion in our own time when a
significant number of people either want nothing to do with God or question the
efficacy of faith. With her trademark depth of knowledge and profound insight,
Armstrong elucidates how the changing world has necessarily altered the
importance of religion at both societal and individual levels. And she makes a
powerful, convincing argument for structuring a faith that speaks to the needs of
our dangerously polarized age. From the Hardcover edition.

Who Made God?
Stephen Hawking was recognized as one of the greatest minds of our time and a
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figure of inspiration after defying his ALS diagnosis at age twenty-one. He is known
for both his breakthroughs in theoretical physics as well as his ability to make
complex concepts accessible for all, and was beloved for his mischievous sense of
humor. At the time of his death, Hawking was working on a final project: a book
compiling his answers to the "big" questions that he was so often posed--questions
that ranged beyond his academic field. Within these pages, he provides his
personal views on our biggest challenges as a human race, and where we, as a
planet, are heading next. Each section will be introduced by a leading thinker
offering his or her own insight into Professor Hawking's contribution to our
understanding. The book will also feature a foreword from Academy Award winning
actor Eddie Redmayne, who portrayed Hawking in the film The Theory of
Everything, and an afterword by Hawking's daughter, Lucy Hawking, as well as
personal photographs and additional archival material.

Who Made God?
In the quest for the truth, you need to know what you believe and why you believe
it. Who Made God? offers accessible answers to over 100 commonly asked
apologetic questions. Bringing together the best in evangelical apologists, this
guide is standard equipment for Christians who want to understand and talk about
their faith intelligently. Part one answers tough questions about the Christian faith
such as:• Who made God? • How can there be three persons in one God? • What is
God’s ultimate purpose in allowing evil? • Where did the universe come from? •
How long are the days of creation in Genesis? • Did Jesus rise from the dead? • Are
the records of Jesus’ life reliable? • Does the Bible have errors in it?Part two
answers tough questions about other faiths, including Islam, Mormonism,
Hinduism, Transcendental Meditation, Yoga, Reincarnation, Buddhism, and Black
Islam. Relevant stories, questions for reflection and discussion, and a
comprehensive list of suggested resources help you dig deeper so you can be
prepared to give careful answers that explain the reasons for your faith.

The Language of God
"An alphabetical compilation of topics detailing what the Bible says about a variety
of sins and personal problems that separate people from the perfect will of
God"--Provided by publisher.

WHAT IS MAN?
Who made God? Can God hear my prayers? Why does God let people die? The
author of When Bad Things Happen to Good People helps parents understand their
children's fears and fantasies, and offers advice on answering their questions
about religion, the Bible, illness, and bereavement.

Cold-Case Christianity
The God Delusion caused a sensation when it was published in 2006. Within weeks
it became the most hotly debated topic, with Dawkins himself branded as either
saint or sinner for presenting his hard-hitting, impassioned rebuttal of religion of all
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types. His argument could hardly be more topical. While Europe is becoming
increasingly secularized, the rise of religious fundamentalism, whether in the
Middle East or Middle America, is dramatically and dangerously dividing opinion
around the world. In America, and elsewhere, a vigorous dispute between
'intelligent design' and Darwinism is seriously undermining and restricting the
teaching of science. In many countries religious dogma from medieval times still
serves to abuse basic human rights such as women's and gay rights. And all from a
belief in a God whose existence lacks evidence of any kind. Dawkins attacks God in
all his forms. He eviscerates the major arguments for religion and demonstrates
the supreme improbability of a supreme being. He shows how religion fuels war,
foments bigotry and abuses children. The God Delusion is a brilliantly argued,
fascinating polemic that will be required reading for anyone interested in this most
emotional and important subject.

If God Made the Universe, Who Made God?
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones. Including
Old Testament and New Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that became the Authorized King
James Bible was begun in 1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The translation was done by fortyseven Church of England scholars, the New Testament coming from the Greek
Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew
text, and the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two Esdras
from the Latin Vulgate.

The Man Who Made God
Responding to contemporary popular atheism, Robert J. Spitzer's New Proofs for
the Existence of God examines the considerable evidence for God and creation
that has come to light from physics and philosophy during the last forty years. An
expert in diverse areas, including theology, physics, metaphysics, and ethics,
Spitzer offers in this text the most contemporary, complete, and integrated
approach to rational theism currently available. "Skepticism about the possibility of
proving the existence of God often relies on data from modern science. In this
splendid new book Father Robert Spitzer explores the implications of the latest
discoveries in big bang cosmology, string theory, quantum physics, and the
ontology of time to craft a series of convincing philosophical arguments. To
paraphrase a popular commercial, this is not your father's old 'natural theology'
textbook ù it's a gripping and compelling account of the best current arguments for
theism."ùJoseph W. Koterski, S.J., Foidham University "A most original and
insightful case for the existence of God. Fr. Spitzer's new proofs pose a serious and
compelling challenge to the unconscious hegemony of naturalism in the worlds of
both philosophy and the sciences."ùFrancis J. Beckwith, Baylor University "Rare is
the theologian who keeps abreast of the latest developments in fundamental
physics, and even rarer the one who can discuss them with the theological and
philosophical sophistication that Fr. Spitzer displays in this book. A challenging and
original work."ùStephen M. Barr, University of Delaware, author of Modern Physics
and Ancient Faith
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The Unseen Realm
Has an inquisitive child ever stumped you with a question such as, "Who created
God"? "What is Heaven like?" or "Why did God create the world? Was he lonely?"
These questions have actually been pondered by great thinkers such as St.
Thomas Aquinas, who, guided by faith, based his answers on solid principles. "Who
Created God? A Teacher's Guidebook for Answering Children's Tough Questions
about God" connects common children's religious questions with probable answers
based on the teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas. It makes the issues accessible to
the adult layperson and provides lesson plans and activities for adults to convey
them to children and young people. Adult readers and child-listeners alike will be
intrigued! And both will come away with an appreciation that our faith is indeed
reasonable and understandable.

Why God Created the World
Brief Answers to the Big Questions
Christian teenagers often face a variety of challenges in life that prompt
introspective questions about faith and God’s role in their lives. Buoyed by the
belief the answer to every spiritual and secular question can be found in the Holy
Bible, Portia Turner Merriweather asked teens to submit their most perplexing
questions to test her theory. Within an easy-to-understand resource, Merriweather
utilizes a modified scientific method to investigate the Bible, prove her hypothesis,
and ultimately provide the answers to seventy challenging questions posed by
teens such as “Can I be sure of my salvation?” and “What is the purpose of life?” or
“How bad can vaping be?” and “Why does God allow suffering?” After each
question, Merriweather shares biblical answers and concise explanations that
invite teens to apply scripture as inspiration to not only solve daily challenges, but
also build a solid foundation created from God’s Word. Who Made God, Anyway? is
a spiritual guide for teens that inspires godly living while providing clear, biblical
answers to seventy introspective questions about faith and life.

Where is God in a Coronavirus World?
Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of the most
prolific, as well as brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject
yet–the increasingly dangerous role of religion in the world. In the tradition of
Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent bestseller,
The End Of Faith, Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case against religion.
With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts, he documents the
ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous sexual
repression, and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos. With eloquent clarity,
Hitchens frames the argument for a more secular life based on science and reason,
in which hell is replaced by the Hubble Telescope’s awesome view of the universe,
and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry of the
double helix. From the Hardcover edition.
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From Jesus to Christ
Dr John Sentamu, Archbishop of York, says Who made God? is 'written in a very
lively style and conveys complex subjects in a palatable form'. Novelist Fay Weldon
calls it 'thoughtful, readable, witty, wise'. The Principal of London Theological
Seminary declares: 'Richard Dawkins has more than met his match.' A book by a
distinguished scientist about the existence of God, with chapter headings like
'Steam engine to the stars' and 'The tidy pachyderm' has to be different. It is.
Addressing profound questions of science, philosophy and faith with an amazing
lightness of touch, Edgar Andrews exposes the pretensions of the 'new atheism',
blending incisive arguments with gentle humour. However, his aim is not simply to
rebut the aggressive atheism of our age but to provide a logically consistent and
altogether more satisfying alternative. His fellow physicists dream of discovering a
'theory of everything' embracing every physical phenomenon in the cosmos. But
can there be a theory of everything that also includes the realms of the heart,
mind, conscience and spirit? Yes, indeed, as this book shows. It is the 'hypothesis
of God', a concept that towers above the barren landscape of atheism and despair.

Why Science Does Not Disprove God
Is God to blame? This is often the question that comes to mind when we confront
real suffering in our own lives or in the lives of those we love. Pastor Gregory A.
Boyd helps us deal with this question honestly and biblically, while avoiding glib
answers. Writing for ordinary Christians, Boyd wrestles with a variety of answers
that have been offered by theologians and pastors in the past. He finds that a fully
Christian approach must keep the person and work of Jesus Christ at the very
center of what we say about human suffering and God's place in it. Yet this is often
just what is missing and what makes so much talk about the subject seem
inadequate and at times even misleading. What comes through in Is God to Blame?
is a hopeful picture of a sovereign God who is relentlessly opposed to evil, who
knows our sufferings and who can be trusted to bring us through them to renewed
life.

The New Answers Book
A paradigm-shifting blend of science, religion, and philosophy for agnostic, spiritualbut-not-religious, and scientifically minded readers Many people are fed up with
the way traditional religion alienates them: too easily it can perpetuate conflict,
vilify science, and undermine reason. Nancy Abrams, a philosopher of science,
lawyer, and lifelong atheist, is among them. And yet, when she turned to the
recovery community to face a personal struggle, she found that imagining a higher
power gave her a new freedom. Intellectually, this was quite surprising. Meanwhile
her husband, famed astrophysicist Joel Primack, was helping create a new theory
of the universe based on dark matter and dark energy, and Abrams was
collaborating with him on two books that put the new scientific picture into a social
and political context. She wondered, “Could anything actually exist in this strange
new universe that is worthy of the name ‘God?’” In A God That Could Be Real,
Abrams explores a radically new way of thinking about God. She dismantles
several common assumptions about God and shows why an omniscient,
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omnipotent God that created the universe and plans what happens is incompatible
with science—but that this doesn’t preclude a God that can comfort and empower
us. Moving away from traditional arguments for God, Abrams finds something
worthy of the name “God” in the new science of emergence: just as a complex ant
hill emerges from the collective behavior of individually clueless ants, and just as
the global economy emerges from the interactions of billions of individuals’
choices, God, she argues, is an “emergent phenomenon” that arises from the
staggering complexity of humanity’s collective aspirations and is in dialogue with
every individual. This God did not create the universe—it created the meaning of
the universe. It’s not universal—it’s planetary. It can’t change the world, but it
helps us change the world. A God that could be real, Abrams shows us, is what
humanity needs to inspire us to collectively cooperate to protect our warming
planet and create a long-term civilization.

Who Made God?
2011 Retailers Choice Award winner! “Why are Christians against same-sex people
getting married? . . . Why do you believe God exists at all? . . . Why would God
allow evil and suffering? . . . Why trust the Bible when it’s full of mistakes? . . . How
could a loving God send people to hell? . . . What makes you think Jesus was more
than just a good teacher? . . . Why are Christians so judgmental?” Some questions
can stop a conversation. Today, more than ever, people are raising difficult,
penetrating questions about faith, God, and the Bible. Based on an exclusive new
Barna survey of 1,000 Christians, The Questions Christians Hope No One Will Ask
presents compelling, easy-to-grasp answers to ten of the most troubling questions
facing Christians today. These include everything from the existence of heaven to
the issues of abortion and homosexuality, as well as the question of whether
evolution eliminates our need for a God.

Who Made God: Searching for a Theory of Everything
If man could create God and have Him do his bidding, what would be the result?
Serapis Golden was given life at the Reistenberg Genetic Institute to accomplish
what no man had done in 2,000 years, and bring peace and prosperity to all the
world. But when Golden decides to exercise his god-like power to reduce the
existing world to ashes before establishing a new Garden of Eden, chaos and
conflict become his tools of creation. American freelance stringer Daniel McCord
finds himself made part of the team undertaking the dangerous mission of
opposing the manufactured savior, along with Knights Templar commandos and
Dr. Sophie Edwards, the English bio-engineer for the World Health Organization.
The fate of humanity depend on the team determining whether Serapis Golden is
God or man, and if any of them will live long enough to prove it.

God's Answers to Life's Difficult Questions
Does the Bible really answer some of life's most difficult questions? How does God
provide direction to the common issues that we face? We live in a world where we
all have to deal with the realities of stress, failure, crises, loneliness and change. In
this six-session DVD study, renowned pastor and bestselling author Rick Warren
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takes you inside the Bible to discover answers to six of life's toughest questions.
Drawing from the examples of different biblical characters who faced the same
issues, Warren offers concise, practical insights you can understand and apply in
order to move past everyday struggles and experience a life of purpose, peace and
significance. Life's difficult questions do have answers. Answers from the Bible that
can change your outlook -- and your life. The God's Answers to Life's Difficult
Questions Study Guide will help you fully engage with the six-session group DVD
study. The six DVD session titles include: Session One: How Can I Cope with
Stress? Session Two: How Can I Rebound from Failure? Session Three: How Can I
Be Confident in a Crisis? Session Four: How Can I Live Above Average? Session
Five: How Can I Overcome Loneliness? Session Six: How Can I Ever Change?
[Thumbnail DVD image] Designed for use with the God's Answers to Life's Difficult
Questions DVD.

Who Created God?
Dr Francis S. Collins, head of the Human Genome Project, is one of the world's
leading scientists, working at the cutting edge of the study of DNA, the code of life.
Yet he is also a man of unshakable faith in God. How does he reconcile the
seemingly unreconcilable? In THE LANGUAGE OF GOD he explains his own journey
from atheism to faith, and then takes the reader on a stunning tour of modern
science to show that physics, chemistry and biology -- indeed, reason itself -- are
not incompatible with belief. His book is essential reading for anyone who wonders
about the deepest questions of all: why are we here? How did we get here? And
what does life mean?

Who Made God?
How belief in a loving and sovereign God helps us to make sense of and cope with
the coronavirus outbreak. We are living through a unique, era-defining period.
Many of our old certainties have gone, whatever our view of the world and
whatever our beliefs. The coronavirus pandemic and its effects are perplexing and
unsettling for all of us. How do we begin to think it through and cope with it? In this
short yet profound book, Oxford mathematics professor John Lennox examines the
coronavirus in light of various belief systems and shows how the Christian
worldview not only helps us to make sense of it, but also offers us a sure and
certain hope to cling to.

God Has a Name
Many of us ache for relationship with God, yet feel distant and disconnected from
him. As if he’s more of an idea we believe in our head than a person we relate to.
But God has a name: Yahweh. This one simple idea has the potential to radically
alter how you relate to God, not as a doctrine, but as a relational being who
responds to you in an elastic, back-and-forth way. Why do we feel this gap
between us and God? Could it be that a lot of what we think about God is wrong?
Not all wrong, but wrong enough to mess up how we relate to him? What if our
“God” is really a projection of our own identity, ideas, and desires? And what if the
real God is different, but far better than we could ever imagine? This book is a
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simple, but profound guide to what God says about himself. In his signature
conversational-but-smart style, John Mark Comer takes the reader line by line
through Exodus 34v6-8—Yahweh’s self-revelation on Mount Sinai—called by some
scholars the one most quoted verse in the Bible, by the Bible. In it, we see who
God says he is. It turns out, who God is just might surprise you, and change
everything.

Who Made God, Anyway?
"Remember when you were a child and the things you wondered about God? Kids
are no different today. They have questions about God that seem to have no
logical explanation, but best-selling author Larry Libby offers sensitive, biblicallybased answers to difficult questions. Filled with warm, heartwarming illustrations
that create a comforting atmosphere for talking with children about their deep
questions about God, Who Made God? provides a special time of sharing with your
child. Help your child discover answers about the One who loves us most of
all—our Heavenly Father."
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